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JPK VAT - Frequently Asked Questions – part I
Question / Comments Answer

Is this solution being an improvement of existing 

SAF solution or new?

JPK-V7M report is a new feature which is composed of new Electronic Reporting format (JPK-V7M XML format (PL)) based on SAF-T 

data model (Standard Audit File (SAF-T)) and model mapping (Standard Audit File model mapping) as all the other five Polish JPK

reports.

Would this functionality be available to companies 

in the Netherlands?

We do not guarantee using country specific reports in other countries than they have been explicitly designed. SAF-T data model is not 

country specific, however this implementation of JPK audit file is specific for Poland. This solution can be run in Netherlands after 

unlocking it for Netherlands by removing country context restriction in customization. However those parts which are using Polish 

specific functionality (like Overdue debt VAT) will not be available. "Date of VAT register" feature must also be in use to potentially 

generate JPK-V7M report.

Does this solution work on OnPrem version of 

Dynamics 365 Finance as well?

Solution for JPK-V7M reporting is universal for Dynamics 365 Finance. However please review KB articles we publish to ensure on 

version you're using, especially if you decide to skip some updates.

In which version of 

Dynamics 365 Finance application the newest 

version of the export schema (JPK VDEK)?

The latest schema of JPK-V7M published by the Ministry of Finance of Poland on May 8, 2020 can be imported in 10.0.10 (build 

10.0.420.20012+), 10.0.11 (build 10.0.464.10007+), 10.0.12+. Find more details in KB #4550662

Will it be possible to have a temporary file to 

review data and do reconciliation? How is it 

possible to correct and submit again JPK?

In electronic messages you can generate report as more times as you needed before deciding to send to Tax Authority. User decides 

how many attachments to the same electronic message will be saved for the history. It is possible in electronic messages to delete 

unnecessary attachments.

For corrections you can create a new electronic message or use the electronic message created for the original report (in this case you 

will have several attachments to the same electronic message). Submission of original report and corrections is regulated by the

Ministry of Finance of Poland.

How VAT matrix setup must be configured in order 

to get the correct amount in each declaration box?

Please refer to documentation available in Microsoft Docs with description of local functionality for Poland. There is published example 

of setup of Reporting codes for Poland. This set of Reporting codes is applied of the declaration boxes of JPK-V7M as well as JPK_VAT 

report.

Is it possible to run JPK-V7M for multiple 

companies in one file (sort of consolidation from a 

tax point of view)?

Current solution does not support generation of JPK-V7M report with tax information from several legal entities (LE) in the system. 

With current approach such requirements could be implemented via JPK-V7M generation for each LE separately and then their 

consolidation outside of Finance.

How does the file get uploaded to the government 

portal?

Electronic messaging part of JPK-V7M reporting does not include interoperation with government portal. JPK-V7M report generated 

from Dynamics 365 Finance can be uploaded to the government portal outside of Finance. Procedure remains like the previously used 

for VAT declarations submissions. The last mile of this process can be recommended by implementation partners who determine best

tools from available in the market to organize this process. It is also possible to extend the electronic reporting processing with 

additional actions for submission (if applicable).

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/localizations/emea-tax-point-date
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4550662
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/finance/localizations/emea-pol-standard-audit-file-saf


JPK VAT - Frequently Asked Questions – part II
Question / Comments Answer

Have you considered adding checkbox in transactions for 

the markers?

We assume that the implementation based on configuring 

of markers with combinations of sales tax groups, item 

sales tax groups and sales tax codes etc. results a huge 

increase in sales tax setup in order to end up in the correct 

VAT boxes.

The legal changes introduced with duty to submit new JPK-V7M report independently from ERP system implementation require 

audit of transactions and potentially adjustment of tax setup. Introduction by new law the new 25 markers is not only reporting 

requirement but also standardization of classification how Ministry of Finance wants to see business in Poland.

We considered an approach when business user would select manually applicable markers on the level of each invoice but that 

would introduce more complexity in their daily operations. Instead we require mapping of tax setup in the new report 

application-specific parameters. Therefore with this report we do not deliver any redesign in sales tax transactional area.

Do you anticipate adding condition related to released 

products for these markers? Especially for GTU_.. this kind 

of condition might be the most useful.

The ER configurations can be customized and if necessary, the filtering criteria in the application-specific setup can be 

extended, added new columns for filtering transactions with new attributes from currently used data sources.

In general we do not recommend adding new data sources. Consider detailed analysis of potential customizations. The main 

data source for tax reporting - is tax transactions, involving of additional tables to the process may significantly hit report 

performance.

What happens to the file if a prerequisite (e.g. VAT due 

date field) is missing?

Will the report run, skipping the inconsistent tax 

transaction?

Will the report stop with error?

Will there be any message?

How will the user know that relevant data is missing?

JPK-V7M report works in the same way as previous JPK_VAT did in relation with tax transactions missing necessary information, 

such as: Date of VAT register, non-Standard or Reduced VAT type of tax, missing or inappropriate Reporting codes setup. All 

such transactions will be ignored by the report. There will be nor errors or interruptions of report execution. Format includes 

some validation (warnings) for declaration data, but they also do not stop report generation.

To check Date of VAT register, use Tax > Periodic tasks > VAT register transactions.

Authority code --should that come automatically, or we 

need to enter that manually ?

You can preconfigure that step of creating the initial message. There is configuration for "additional fields" where you 

configure the default value for Tax authority.

How can I generate a correction only for the accounting 

part or for the declaration part?

In current solution possibility to implement JPK-V7M report partly is not supported. Declaration part is mostly auto calculated 

from the data in the registers and not stored in the system.

Is it possible to separate PL from the NIP number? should 

be reported separately, unfortunately we have entered 

numbers with country letters at the beginning e.g. 

PL1234567890, GB0987654321

Yes, it is possible via customization on the format level. For example, by applying the following formula REPLACE(@.VATNum, 

"[^0-9]", "", true) for the value bind to <NrKontrahenta> and <NrDostawcy> elements.




